Licence Application Decision
Inter-city Bus (ICB)

Application #
Trade Name
Address
Current Licence
Application
Summary

4449-19

Applicant Michael David HATHAWAY

Mountain Man Mike’s

478 Balfour Crescent, Kaslo, BC V0G 1M0
None

New Special Authorization—ICB

New Special Authorization to operate inter-city buses (ICBs) on a
reservation basis on two routes:
A Kaslo – Vancouver
B Kaslo – BC/Alberta Border (HWY 3)*
*Simplified ICB Application process
Publication Date
Submissions
Received
Board Decision

March 27, 2019
•

Silver City Stagelines Ltd

The special authorization is approved.
Terms and conditions of licence are approved as set out in the
application summary.

Decision Date
Panel Chair
I.

Introduction

May 9, 2019
William Bell

Panel Member

Spencer Mikituk

Michael David Hathaway, dba Mountain Man Mike’s (MMM) proposes to operate an ICB
service on two routes (Route A and Route B) with a minimum route frequency of one trip
per week in each direction. The 2 routes are described below.
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Route A
Route A serves a minimum of 16 communities from Kaslo to Vancouver along corridors
that include Highways 3 and 3A:
•
•
•
•
•

•

Kaslo

•

Balfour

•

Castlegar

•

Ainsworth

•

Nelson

•

Christina Lake

•

Grand Forks

•

Rock Creek

•

Greenwood
Osoyoos

•
•

Keremeos

Hope

Chilliwack

Abbotsford
Vancouver

Princeton

The proposed route is shown in the map in Figure 1.
Figure 1: Route A (Kaslo - Vancouver)

Route B
Route B serves a minimum of 8 communities in south eastern BC from Kaslo along Highway
3 to the Alberta border. The 8 communities are:
•
•
•
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Kaslo

•

Balfour

•

Ainsworth

•

Nelson
Salmo

Creston

ICB Decision

•
•

Cranbrook
Fernie

Passenger Transportation Board

The proposed route is shown in the map in Figure 2.
Figure 2: Route B (Kaslo - BC/AB Border)

Service is to be provided to passengers on a year-round basis with advanced reservations
by phone, online, with an app on a passenger’s smartphone or tablet. Tickets would also be
available to purchase through a driver, from a local agent at pick-up points or through a
third-party travel agent transportation broker.
MMM proposes to use a 24-passenger shuttle bus and a 36-passenger school bus to deliver
the weekly services with early departure times, and to potentially add more departure
times when demand is sufficient but wishes to offer other departure times based on
demand.
The service would include courier shipping which is not regulated by the Board.
II.

Jurisdiction and Proceedings

This application is made under the Passenger Transportation Act (the “PT Act”). The PT Act
regulates the licensing and operation of commercial passenger transportation vehicles in
BC.
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Under the PT Act, the Passenger Transportation Board (the “Board”) makes decisions on
applications to operate inter-city buses. The Board has the authority to consider and
approve applications for new licences as well as applications from existing licensees to
change routes and decrease minimum service levels.

In February 2018, Greyhound Transportation Canada ULC (Greyhound Canada) received
approval on its application 256-17 to the Board to withdraw service on most routes in the
North Central Region of BC, and on a number of corridors elsewhere in the province,
including the Hope-Princeton Highway.

In July 2018, Greyhound Canada issued a news release stating that as of October 31, 2018,
it will stop providing bus service in Western Canada. Greyhound was the sole operator on
many corridors of BC and its departure put many routes and communities at risk of losing
inter-city bus service and access to safe and essential transportation for work, education,
health and family-related purposes.

To encourage other operators to fill the gap left by Greyhound’s exit, the Board is “fasttracking” applications and using a simplified application process. This package is available
for operators applying to operate inter-city buses (ICBs) on corridors in BC that do not
have commercial ICB service. It is available regardless of whether or not the absence of
service is the result of Greyhound Canada’s withdrawal on October 31, 2018.

The PT Act requires the Board to consider public need, applicant fitness and sound
economic conditions in the passenger transportation industry before deciding whether to
approve an application. The Board may approve an application in whole or in part, or it
may refuse an application. For applications or portions of applications proceeding through
the simplified ICB process, much of the Board’s focus is on applicant fitness.
The PT Act also allows the Board to, among other things:
•
•
•
•
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accept evidence and information it considers relevant, necessary, and appropriate,
whether or not the information would be admissible in a court of law [Section 15]
conduct written, electronic or oral hearings as the Board, in its sole discretion,
considers appropriate [Section 17]

require further information from an applicant [Section 27(1)(b)]

investigate any matter related to an application [Section 27(3)(b)]
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Section 26(2) of the PT Act requires the Board to publish the fact and nature of
applications, and section 27(3) requires the Board to consider applications and any written
submissions it receives as a result of publication. Section 27(5) states that people who
make submissions are not entitled to disclosure of further information, unless the Board
orders otherwise.
Procedural Matters

The proposed Route A (Kaslo – Vancouver) overlaps with an existing inter-city bus route
between Nelson and Rock Creek operated by Silver City Stagelines (SCSL). Route A was
published further to the regular ICB application process.

Route B does not have ICB service and we will consider it based on criteria the Board
established for Simplied ICB Applications. Although Route A as a whole is being treated as a
regular application, the panel applied some special consideration to the Hope-Rock Creek
portion of Route A which does not have an ICB service provider at present.
During the review of this application, the applicant was asked to provide information
regarding operational, training and staffing matters, and to clarify financial information.
The applicant’s response is reflected in our decision below.
We are conducting this application by way of a written hearing.
III.

Background

The applicant is currently self-employed since 2013 operating a property development
business specializing in roads, gravity water systems and off grid living solutions. He also
has a prior 4-year background as a Property and Program Manager.

The target market for the proposed ICB services includes commuters traveling to work, to
visit family, to attend medical appointments and for tourism. The applicant states that
individuals will use the service due to the ease of booking, affordable rates and friendly,
reliable service.
The applicant submitted the requisite forms.
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IV.

Application Rationale, Submissions and Responses

(a) Rationale for Application
The following text was provided by the Applicant:

There is a need for simpler, more affordable modes of transportation between Vancouver
and the Kootenays, and to Alberta (Calgary and Edmonton). We wish to provide reliable,
regular, professional service to assist travelers with weekly service during the year and
additional trips during peak season.

(b) Submission & Response
The Board received one opposing submission on this application concerning Route A.
In its submission, Silver City Stagelines (SCSL) Ltd. stated:
•

•

•
•
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SCSL was approved in August 2018 for an ICB licence to operate from NelsonKelowna with a minimum frequency of 6 round trips per week. The application from
MMM conflicts with its route points at Nelson, Castlegar, Grand Forks, Greenwood
and Rock Creek.

Passenger load statistics were provided by Greyhound at that time of the SCSL
application for Trail, Castlegar and Nelson to Kelowna and return. By operating a
14-passenger bus during regular season and a 11-passenger bus for back-up and the
Christmas season SCSL can carry 28 passengers a day and 50 a day during the
Christmas season. Based on its own ridership data between October 28, 2018 and
March 27, 2019 there is no need to operate its second bus on a regular basis. The
current demand is met adequately with 1 bus. Ridership on the Nelson-Grand ForksRock Creek corridor is below half the capacity of what SCLC can serve.

If demand increases, its second bus will provide needed capacity to meet it and SCLC
has 2 full-time and 3 casual drivers available on short notice.
SCLC is meeting the public need for an ICB service from Nelson to Kelowna and
adding a second ICB service would not promote sound economic conditions.
ICB Decision
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In a reply received by the Board, the applicant stated:
•
•

•

•

Although SCLC addresses some public need on the Nelson-Rock Creek corridor, the
demographics of its service and public need are different.

Reviewing and assuming a majority of the Greyhound statistics were commuters
going to and from work, then SCLC with its 14-passenger bus would be overbooked
with only 1 bus provided for the route. Further, it concludes that ridership has
decreased since the SCLC operation started. The main reason for this is SCLC’s
inability to meet the needs of former Greyhound riders and its own support letters
are from passengers whose needs are not met by SCLC and, in some cases, were not
met by Greyhound either.

The key needs to be met from its potential riders are availability, timing,
convenience and affordability. Also, the commitment to environmental stewardship
and the need to connect all communities on Highway 3 from Vancouver to Alberta
were repeated in a large number of the support letters. The letters indicate an
urgent need for transportation options not currently met.
A SCLC monopoly on the Nelson-Rock Creek corridor is not in the best interests of
the public and there is a broader need than what they are currently prepared to
meet. If MMM is approved the SCLC customer base would increase given the MMM
service accesses larger cities like Vancouver and Alberta.

The Board gives more weight to submissions that back up claims with facts or details. We
have considered the opposing submissions and the applicant’s responses in our review of
this application.
V.

Board Mandate

Section 28(1) of the Passenger Transportation Act says that the Board may approve the
application, if the Board considers that:
(a) there is a public need for the service the applicant proposes to provide;
(b) the applicant is a fit and proper person to provide the service and is capable of
providing it; and
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VI.

(c) the application, if granted, would promote sound economic conditions in the
passenger transportation business in British Columbia.
Reasons for the Board’s Decision

Fitness
The Board looks at fitness in two parts:
(i)
is the applicant a “fit and proper person” to provide the proposed service; and
(ii)
is the applicant capable of providing that service?

The Board reviews the conduct of an applicant and the structure of its operations. Does the
applicant seem to understand passenger transportation laws and policies? Is the business
set up to follow these laws? Is there something in the applicant’s background that shows it
disregards the law?
Applicants must show that they have the resources and skills to manage the service that
they want to operate. The Board gets much of this information from business plans and
financial statements.

The Unlawful Activity & Bankruptcy form and Declaration forms signed by the applicant
indicates no discrepancies. The current NSC safety rating is “Satisfactory-Unaudited”.

The applicant, Mr. Michael Hathaway, currently owns and operates a property
development business where the duties include the operation and maintenance of an
excavator, a bobcat, a bulldozer and a small dump truck. The applicant has a university
degree and a certificate from BCIT as an Automotive Service Technician. As well, he holds a
Class 4 BC Driver’s Licence and is certified for small vessel operation and related
emergency management. Past experience includes driving buses and tow trucks and a
familiarity with fleet maintenance and management. As the owner/operator of MMM, the
applicant will manage the operation until it grows enough to hire other full-time staff.
Laurian McKellar, whose resume was provided, has experience in retail customer service,
sales and management. She will undertake customer relations and general administration.
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Bus drivers must have a clean abstract and 5 years’ experience, and hold a Class 4 licence.
In its first year of operation, the staff of drivers are expected to fluctuate between the
applicant and some part-time and full-time drivers. The applicant plans to implement a
driver safety training program that will include first aid, use of defibrillators and CPR.

The operating base for the company will be established at a multi-zoned piece of land
owned by the applicant that, he indicates, has parking capacity for 6 buses with 2 indoor
and 1 outdoor bay that can hold buses under cover. The shop will be insured and run as the
business location. The facility is also where bio-fuel will be processed and where buses will
be cleaned and maintained. A BC Assessment notice of the property as at July 1, 2018 was
included.

The applicant also provided information about fleet maintenance, daily safety inspections
and its policies on safety. These include daily pre and post trip inspections that will be
catalogued, regular maintenance and a commercial vehicle inspection at a certified shop
every 6 months. The buses will contain documentation regarding pre-trip inspection forms,
trip logs, a maintenance schedule, repair request forms, emergency procedures and contact
information. Winter operations will include the installation and use of a ROTOGRIP
automatic chain system to navigate winter road conditions. The applicant also described its
break down policy that included back up alternate services for its customers. Marketing of
the service will be done online, through signage and by social, print and radio media. The
applicant plans on launching a web page that will have the ability to book tickets and will
offer a reward program for frequent users. At some point an app might be developed to
track buses and the number of open seats allowing pick up requests at stop points.
The applicant indicates he plans to start the service using a smaller passenger bus. The
applicant, in this regard, provided details of financing and proof of purchase of a 24-seat
bus it purchased that was formerly part of the Saskatchewan Transportation Company.
When demand is sufficient, a second bus or larger capacity vehicle will be put into
operation to maintain seat availability and bus capacity. The applicant also indicates an
awareness that ridership from Nelson to Vancouver will be higher than the reverse, and
this will be the same on east bound runs from Nelson to Edmonton.
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Initially, it will begin with weekly trips and increase the route frequency as ridership and
demand increases. Sample time schedules were provided, and the applicant reports a bus
will only stop at designated pick up or drop off locations when booked by passengers.
Passengers are required to get on and off at pick up and drop of locations agreed upon at
the time of ticket purchase. The applicant outlined that if demand is present for a biweekly
trip to Vancouver, it will run one on Tuesday/Wednesday so it could link its Edmonton run
to its Vancouver run. Presently, the applicant is in the process of scouting and determining
route stop terminal locations. The selection criteria for locations outline the need for a
climate-controlled seating area, food service, free internet, bathroom facilities and a
building that is self-serve and monitored for safety. The applicant will finalize these on
approval of the application.
Financial information included details regarding start-up costs and funding as well as an
opening Balance Sheet. The applicant submitted a personal net worth statement dated
March 24, 2019 and a personal Banking Statement as of April 5, 2019. They indicate an
ability to finance the initial and on-going operation of the business contemplated by the
application. Also included were 3-year cash flow projections reflecting the seasonal
expansion of the service with its busiest period during the summer and holidays. They
assume ridership will increase over time allowing expansions in equipment and staffing.
We find the projections reasonable based on the assumptions provided
We find the application material demonstrates the applicant’s transferable skills with
respect to operating this proposed transportation service in a safe and reliable manner.
Based on the information provided, and with none to the contrary, we find the applicant fit
and proper and capable of providing the inter-city bus service.
Public Need and Sound Economic Conditions

For both Routes A and B, MMM outlined 3 advantages the services will provide. It describes
its core values of environmental stewardship, accessibility and flexibility as follows:
1. Environmental stewardship is a priority and special filtered bio-diesel fuel systems
will be used in operating its buses. This will lower its dependence on fossil fuels
while enabling a smaller carbon foot print and more affordable fares.
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2. Accessible systems for booking and notifications of seating availability will allow for
better planning, accommodations and streamlining.
3. Flexibility is a goal and, to stimulate tourism, it will offer flex fares similar to
European train travel. With flex fares, passengers would be required to pre book
their stops. This would allow passenger to hop on and hop off in such places as the
Rockies or along Highway 3 between Hope and the Alberta/BC border.

Route A

The applicant proposes to operate Route A between Kaslo and Vancouver. From Hope to
Rock Creek, communities have not had an ICB operator since Greyhound Canada’s service
withdrawals in 2018.
To demonstrate public need the applicant provided items numbered 1, 2 and 3 below.
1. A post outlined below on the applicant’s website sought support letters
“Mountain Man Mike's, Coming soon!

Could a vegetable oil powered bus be in the West Kootenay’s future as a green alternative to
an abandoned greyhound route? Mountain Man Mike’s, a Kaslo, BC Inter-city bus applicant is
fighting to make it a reality and needs your help. We are in need of letters from individuals,
businesses, and organizations that feel the Nelson to Vancouver and Nelson to Edmonton
Greyhound route needs a service provider. Our intention is to run a bus on recycled fry oil
collected from Kaslo and surrounding communities. The bus will service both Vancouver and
go as far as Edmonton serving communities on highway 3. We will be starting a weekly
service within the next 2 months if approved, and will increase our service as ridership
dictates. The transportation board has required us to provide proof of public need in order to
grant our application. Please see below for information needed in letters to make them
applicable to the application. I wish to submit the letters as soon as possible once we receive
enough support so don’t wait, write one today.
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All letters must include:
– why, when and how often the writer needs the inter-city bus service or route along
the corridor you want to serve.
-whether the writer uses any other inter-city bus services now
-why the writer would use your proposed service rather than one that is currently operating.
-the writer’s name, signature and contact information”
The notice included the applicant’s email address and notice that emails and letters sent to
the applicant and Passenger Transportation Board will be treated as a public document.
2. Responses to the request for support letters

Sixteen respondents answered the above questions following the format that was posted.
These are in addition to the independent letters and emails noted in “3” below. Of the 16,
all provided contact information and 4 provided their area of residence (which is Kaslo).
Frequency of use for the new service ranged from 3-4 times per week to several times
annually. Purposes of use were predominantly for medical, family or personal reasons.
Nine respondents indicated no current use of another ICB service, and the most noted
service attribute was the eco-friendly nature of operation. However, several commented on
their need for a convenient service to destinations like Vancouver which Greyhound had
provided. One commented that connecting with Silver City Stagelines is difficult from Kaslo
and other small towns.
3. Support Letters/Emails
There were also 25 independent letters or emails of which 8 appear to respond to the
applicant’s above noted post. Of the 25 respondents, all except 2 identified their area of
residence, and 17 (68%) came from residents in the Kaslo and Nelson areas with several
from Creston. Other areas included Vancouver, Cawston and Hope. A majority (60%)
wanted a Kaslo or Nelson to Vancouver ICB service. The remainder supported the need for
the proposed Route B, or a combination of both routes and the need for a longer-distance
ICB option to connect with cities like Vancouver and Edmonton. The reasons for travel
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varied, and include travel by seniors or those with a disability who do not drive and for
business, medical (e.g. to Vancouver specialists or access to regional hospitals in Cranbrook
or Nelson from Creston) or travel for educational purposes. Others noted the unpredictable
and unreliable service of Kootenay Ride Share. One letter commented on the limitations of
Silver City Stagelines that provides ICB travel only from Nelson to Kelowna, and which
requires transfers to get to Vancouver.
The letter from Hope came from the Office of the Mayor who observed that many have
experienced challenges since the closure of Greyhound transportation. It notes while Ebus
now provides service to a select area in B.C., and onward to the east, more ICB providers
and options are needed for the public as a necessity and a benefit.
The structure of the questions in the applicant’s post provided a level of participation and
commentary regarding the categories of questions and respondent choices. As a result, we
accorded it some weight.
We found the independent letters and those letters that responded to the applicant’s post
provided sufficient detail regarding need for the proposed services. Most letters provided
details as to what needs were being served and met with the proposed Route A, and when
and how often they would use the service. They support the applicant’s claim respecting
need and we accorded them significant weight. We accept them as showing a public need
for the proposed service of Route A.

We also considered the concerns of SCSL in its submission and the overlap of service at 5
stops at Nelson, Castlegar, Grand Forks, Greenwood and Rock Creek. While there may be
some impact on ridership for SCSL, the applicant’s proposed service and route stops
includes an additional 11 stops (Kaslo, Ainsworth, Balfour, Christina Lake, Osoyoos,
Keremeos, Princeton, Hope, Chilliwack, Abbotsford and Vancouver). Some of these replace
the former services of Greyhound on its Route C that included the Highway 3 corridor with
stops between Hope and Rock Creek at locations such as Osoyoos and Princeton. This gap
in service by Greyhound has left many on the corridor with no bus service between these
locations and the Lower Mainland and, by itself, represents a public need. Further, the
services by SCSL and MMM are distinct with respect to vehicle fleet, service features (e.g.
short-haul vs long-haul and service frequency), target market and connectivity with the
Lower Mainland via Highway 3 between Hope and Rock Creek. Other distinctions include
plans to implement an innovative fare strategy and a business model that diversifies its
revenue streams and service offering by carrying freight. On balance, the panel is
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persuaded that a market and demand exist for the Route A services of MMM on a weekly
basis that broadens ICB services and expands route structure on the corridor.
Based on the combination of evidence presented and Greyhound’s abandonment and
continued absence of service on a portion of the proposed Route A, we find that a public
need is demonstrated for this proposed service. We find any negative impacts should be
minor and that approval over the longer term will be beneficial to the ICB market as a
whole. We find approving the application would promote sound economic conditions in the
transportation industry in BC.

Route B
The applicant proposes to operate Route B between Kaslo and the Alberta border. For
communities on this corridor, there has been no ICB operator since Greyhound Canada’s
exit from Western Canada on October 31, 2018. The Route B service replaces the former
Greyhound service that was abandoned along the eastern part of the Highway 3 corridor to
the border. The panel has considered this prior service and current gap as representing
public need. In addition, a number of the independent support letters submitted indicate a
potential user base for the services and a need for connectivity to larger regional centres
for medical and other reasons to travel to and from communities in B.C. and Alberta.
Therefore, we find that there is a public need for the service the applicant proposes on
Route B, and that approving the application would promote sound economic conditions in
the transportation industry in BC.
VII.

Conclusion

For the reasons above, this application is approved in whole. The Board establishes notice
and activation requirements, and terms and conditions of licence that are attached to this
decision as Appendices I and II. These form an integral part of the decision.
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Appendix I: Public Notice Requirements
Michael David HATHAWAY
dba: Mountain Man Mike’s

A Passenger Transportation Licence must be issued by the Registrar of Passenger
Transportation under section 29 or renewed under section 34 of the Passenger
Transportation Act before the special authorization approved in this decision may be
exercised.

A. Direction to the Applicant Regarding Notice and Implementation

Unless otherwise ordered by the Passenger Transportation Board, Michael David
HATHAWAY must post time schedules online and make available to the public online its
reservation system no later than May 31, 2019 to enable advance bookings.

B. Direction to the Registrar of Passenger Transportation Regarding Issuance
The Registrar of Passenger Transportation (Registrar) may only issue a licence to Michael
David HATHAWAY with terms and conditions approved in this decision and set out in
Appendix II after the Registrar is satisfied that Michael David HATHAWAY has posted time
schedules online and made available to the public its online reservation system.
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Appendix II: Terms & Conditions
Michael David HATHAWAY
dba: Mountain Man Mike’s
Licence
Required to
Operate
Vehicles
Approval of
application may
expire

The Registrar of Passenger Transportation must issue the applicant a
licence before the applicant can operate any vehicles approved in this
decision.
1. The applicant must activate at least 1 vehicle by June 5, 2019.
2. If the applicant does not meet the requirements set out in 1
above, this Special Authorization expires.
3. The Passenger Transportation Board may vary the requirements
set out in 1 above, if circumstances warrant.
4. If an applicant needs more time to activate vehicles, then the
applicant must make a request to the Board by June 5, 2019.
(Note: “activate” means that the applicant has submitted the documents
required to obtain a Special Authorization Vehicle Identifier to the
Registrar of Passenger Transportation.)

Notice to
Registrar

1. The Registrar must not, without direction from the Board, issue
the applicant a licence or any Special Authorization Vehicle
Identifiers if the applicant has not activated at least 1 vehicle by
June 5, 2019.
(Note: activated means that the applicant has submitted to the Registrar
of Passenger Transportation the documents required to obtain a
Special Authorization Vehicle Identifier.)

Special
Authorization

Inter-City Bus (ICB)
Terms & Conditions

Services
Service Transportation of passengers must be provided:
a) on a scheduled basis, and
b) in accordance with minimum frequencies and other terms and
conditions of licence that apply to the routes and route points.
Schedule The licence holder must publish, in a manner accessible to the general
public, a schedule for each route with the time and location of each
stop, and must carry in each vehicle a copy of the schedule that the
vehicle is following.
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Service Exception Routes may be operated on a “pre-booked” or “reservation required”
basis provided that:
a) applicable routes are identified as a “pre-booked” or “reservation
required” service in all current, published schedule information,
and
b) these routes are available at all times for pre-booking or
reservation on the licensee’s website.
When these conditions are met and when no reservations have been
received for pickup or drop off at one or more points on the route by
the time service is scheduled to be provided, the licence holder has
the option of not providing service to those points that would otherwise
be required.
Alternative Points The licence holder may pick up or drop off passengers at any location,
municipality or unincorporated area that is between the terminating
points and along the highway corridors for the inter-city bus routes
below.
Route A
Terminating Point 1:

Village of Kaslo

Terminating Point 2:

City of Vancouver

Corridors:

Highway 1: Vancouver – Hope
Highway 3: Hope – YCG Airport
Highway 3A: YCG Airport – Balfour
Highway 31: Balfour – Kaslo

Route Points

Minimum Trips (each direction)

Village of Kaslo

1 per week

Ainsworth

1 per week

Balfour

1 per week

City of Nelson

1 per week

City of Castlegar

1 per week

Christina Lake

1 per week

City of Grand Forks

1 per week

City of Greenwood

1 per week

Rock Creek

1 per week

Town of Osoyoos

1 per week

City of Keremeos

1 per week

Town of Princeton

1 per week

District of Hope

1 per week
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City of Chilliwack

1 per week

City of Abbotsford

1 per week

City of Vancouver

1 per week

Route B
Terminating Point 1:

Village of Kaslo

Terminating Point 2:

BC/Alberta Border (Highway 3)

Corridors:

Highway 31: Kaslo – Balfour
Highway 3A: Balfour – Nelson
Highway 6: Nelson – Salmo
Highway 3: Salmo – BC/AB Border (HWY 3)

Route Points

Minimum Trips (each direction)

Village of Kaslo

1 per week

Ainsworth

1 per week

Balfour

1 per week

City of Nelson

1 per week

Village of Salmo

1 per week

Town of Creston

1 per week

City of Cranbrook

1 per week

City of Fernie

1 per week

BC/AB Border (HWY 3)

n/a

Other
Transfer of a This special authorization may not be assigned or transferred except
Licence with the approval of the Board pursuant to section 30 of the Passenger
Transportation Act.
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